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From the Executive Director
Dear Fulbright friends,
It’s the end of another year at the Commission, and I’m
happy to welcome you to the latest edition of our newsletter.
I would like to take this opportunity to sincerely thank Kaya
Arıkoğlu who, after many years of service, is stepping down
as a member of the Turkish Fulbright Commission’s Board.
Kaya has offered unwavering support and excellent friendship,
while upholding the high standards and prestige that Fulbright
stands for. He will be greatly missed. We are very happy that Aslı
Başgöz has accepted to serve as our new Board member. Ms.
Başgöz is a corporate lawyer and partner at the firm of White
and Case in Istanbul. We look forward to working with her.
Among the many interesting stories you’ll find on the following
pages, the words of Ulku Rowe, featured in this edition’s
‘Inspiring Story’, struck me as worth highlighting. Ms. Rowe
reminds us that Fulbrighters “become ambassadors of not just
their home countries but also of their host countries”. Indeed,
Fulbright is about a lifetime mission and practice of promoting
cultural exchange and understanding—something we can all
benefit from remembering as we enter into a new year.
Among other highlights from this newsletter, we were
happy to host Ms. Deborah Guido, the Fulbright Branch
Chief for Europe and Eurasia at the U.S. State Department’s
Office of Academic Exchange. Ms. Guido visited both our
Ankara and Istanbul offices, and had the opportunity
to meet with our staff, current American Fulbright
grantees in Turkey, and the rectors of universities with
which the Commission has long been cooperating. You
will also read about the Turkish Fulbright Commission’s
ongoing efforts to improve cooperation with Turkish
universities and support the internationalization of
Turkish higher education, most recently in the form of
two workshops held with representatives from state and
private institutions, the first on developing collaborative
relationships with Turkish universities and the second on
fostering productive cultural exchanges through study
abroad programs.
Finally, I’d like to note my appreciation of the full Commission
staff at both the Ankara and Istanbul branches for all their
efforts in putting together yet another very interesting and
informative newsletter. Please enjoy the stories and news,
and have a safe and happy holiday.

Prof. Ersel Aydınlı
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An Inspiring Story
Ms. Ülkü Rowe is a computer scientist who is currently
the Technical Director of Financial Services for Google
Cloud. Prior to her current position, Ms. Rowe was the
Global Head and Chief Technology Officer of Credit Risk
Technology at J.P. Morgan and worked as the Global
Head of Market Risk Technology at Bank of America,
Merrill Lynch.
Ms. Rowe received a Bachelor of Science degree in
Computer Engineering from Bosphorus University in
İstanbul and then received a Fulbright grant in 1995 to
pursue her Master’s degree in Computer Science at the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. She serves
on the Board of Directors of the Fulbright Association
as well.
She now lives with her husband and two sons in New
York City.
(You can read our interview with Ms. Ülkü Rowe on pages 11-15)

News from the Commission
Change of Our Commission Board Members
After many years of service to the Fulbright Commission,
Mr. Kaya Arıkoğlu has stepped down from his position as a
member of the Commision Board. We are very grateful for
all the contributions he made.
Mr. Scott Weinhold and Ms. Aslı Başgöz are the new

U.S. members of our Board. Mr. Weinhold is the Public
Affairs Officer at the U.S. Embassy in Ankara and Ms.
Başgöz is the Senior Partner of the White & Case LLP
International Law Firm. We welcome and look forward
to working with the new members of our Commission
Board.

Visit by the Fulbright Branch Chief for Europe
Ms. Deborah Guido-O’Grady, the Fulbright Branch Chief
for Europe came to Turkey in early December, and had
meetings with our Executive Director, various universities
in Ankara, İstanbul and Eskişehir, some of our American
grantees who are currently in Turkey, and alumni who
completed their Fulbright program. Since she previously
worked at the U.S. Embassy in Ankara as the Embassy’s
spokesperson, she enjoyed being back in Turkey even for
for just a short visit.

We are pleased to welcome Ms. İmge Su Karakuş,
who joined our staff in Ankara as the Finance Assistant.

Thanksgiving
We hosted our annual Thanksgiving Dinner on November
21, 2017 in İstanbul. Prof. Ersel Aydınlı, our Executive
Director, Mr. Jeffrey J. Anderson, our Commission’s Board
Member and Public Affairs Officer at the U.S. Consulate
General in İstanbul, and our American grantees and their
families came together to share a traditional meal and
give thanks for the good things happening in their lives.
Many happy pictures were taken that testified to the
warm atmosphere
and the fun everyone
had that evening.

Happy Hours with U.S. Grantees at Our Offices
On the evening of October 25, 2017, we hosted
simultaneous happy hours in our Ankara and İstanbul
branch offices for the U.S. grantees of the 2017-2018
academic year. Using video conferencing, we were
able to visit with one another in real time. Attended by
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grantees in the U.S. Scholar Program and the U.S. Student
Program, as well as our staff, the jointly-held event was
a nice opportunity to socialize and hear about the new
experiences and early successes our grantees have had
with their projects and studies so far.

Collaborative Workshops with Turkish Universities
Strong collaboration with Turkish universities is of utmost
importance to us. That is why we held two workshops in
Ankara this year which were attended by representatives
of universities located in many different cities of Turkey.
The first of these workshops was held on September 22,
2017. You can read about the details of this workshop
in the Advising Program section of this newsletter. The

second workshop was held on October 19-20, 2017, and
detailed information about this workshop can be found
on pages 6 -7.
We are planning to organize similar workshops in the
upcoming academic years to build stronger and closer
relationships with our most important partners, Turkish
universities.

Workshop on “Fostering Productive Cultural Exchange through U.S. Study Abroad Programs”

Workshop on Developing Collaborative Relationships with Turkish Universities

Workshop on “Fostering Productive
Cultural Exchange through U.S. Study
Abroad Programs”
On October 19-20, 2017, we convened a workshop in
Ankara that brought together international education
professionals from across Turkey. Aiming to foster
and strengthen educational and cultural exchange
opportunities for faculty, researchers and students
between the United States and Turkey, the workshop
was organized with the additional support of the U.S.
Department of State Study Abroad Program. Thirty-four
representatives from the International Relations and
related offices of twenty-five state universities across
Turkey gathered to learn and share their expertise with
one another.
Panel presentations played an important role in the
workshop, exposing participants to a variety of perspectives
and approaches in educational exchange programming. We
were delighted to have guest presenters with extensive
experience with exchange initiatives between the U.S. and
Turkey join us. Boğaziçi University’s Vice-Rector Prof. Dr.
Naz Zeynep Atay, Ms. Zeynep Ezgi Erdem, Specialist and
Advisor to Departing Students in the Office of International
Programs at Koç University, Ms. B. Yasemin Başar, Student
Advisor in İhsan Doğramacı Bilkent University’s Office of
International Students and Exchange Programs, and Dr.
İbrahim Yorgun, International Engagement and Partnership
Development Coordinator in Middle East Technical
University’s International Cooperations Office, all imparted
their knowledge and experiences to address how Turkish
universities can increase and improve their opportunities
for cultural and educational exchange.
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and learn from one another to strengthen
possibilities for educational exchange between the
two countries.

Additionally, workshop participants connected
with an exchange professional in the United States
in real-time to learn more about U.S.A. Study
Abroad programs and resources. Ms. Jennifer
Lawson, U.S.A. Study Abroad Outreach Officer in
the Office of Global Programs within the Bureau of
Educational and Cultural Affairs, U.S. Department
of State joined our workshop via Skype from her
office in Washington D.C.
Workshop participants also heard the perspectives
from three Americans who have lived, studied
and worked in Turkey. They described the kinds
of programs through which they came to Turkey,
their cultural adjustment processes, differences
they perceived between the U.S. and Turkish
higher education systems, and useful materials
and administrative considerations from the
perspective of someone coming from the U.S. They
also recounted amusing anecdotes and moments
of “culture shock” from their lives in Turkey.
During breakout sessions, presenters and
participants collaborated and summarized their
takeaways from the meeting in areas including
administration, communication and social media,
the logistical needs of exchange participants and
more. Overall, the workshop was an important
forum for professionals to connect, brainstorm

In Memoriam: Prof. Jale İnan
Prof. Jale İnan, the first female archaeologist of Turkey, was a
Fulbright Visiting Scholar at Princeton University Institute of
Advanced Study during the 1967-68 academic year.
Prof. İnan was born in İstanbul in 1914. Her father, Mr. Aziz Ogan was
one of Turkey’s first archaeologists, and he was appointed as the
General Director of İstanbul Archaeology Museums in 1931 where
he worked until his retirement in 1954. Growing up in a family whose
members were very much involved in archaeology, Prof. İnan decided
to pursue a degree in this field. However, since there was no formal
education in Archaeology in Turkey in those times, after graduating
from İstanbul Erenköy High School, she went to Berlin in 1934 as one
of the first recipients of the Alexander von Humboldt Scholarship to
study Archaeology. She continued her studies in Germany through
the scholarship program of the Turkish government. Although WWII
started while she was still in Germany, she did not return to Turkey
initially because she was fearless and was determined to complete
her degree to become a successful archaeologist.
When she came back to Turkey, she worked as the assistant of Prof.
C. Bosch of İstanbul University Faculty of Letters. Then she joined
the Classical Archaeology team in this faculty in 1946 and became
the assistant of Prof. Arif Müfid Mansel, one of the pioneers in
Archaeology in Turkey. Prof. Mansel and Prof. İnan started excavations

I believe that
Archaeology cannot be
learned from books, but by
making excavations-- and
my greatest wish is to train
good archaeologists.
in Side and Perge in Antalya in 1946 and these excavations were
continued by Prof. İnan until the early 1990s.
One of Prof. İnan’s most important accomplishments was starting the
legal process of bringing the top part of the famous Hercules sculpture
back to Turkey. The story started when she found the bottom part of
that sculpture in 1980 in Perge (an ancient city in Antalya, Turkey), and
then learned that the top part of the same sculpture was in a museum
in Boston. Since she would not be able to take the bottom part of the
sculpture to the U.S.A. she made a mould of it to be able to match the
bottom part with the top part. As a result, she proved that the two
parts were part of the same sculpture. In 2011 Turkey received the
top part of the sculpture from the U.S.A., but unfortunately Prof.
İnan could not see this because she passed away in 2001.
Not only did Prof. İnan work at and lead some of the most important
archaeological excavations in Turkey, but she also educated many
young archaeologists, established museums, started restoration
projects and fought against smuggling of ancient relics.
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News from Our Alumni
Alumni Networking Gathering in İstanbul
A group of our Commission’s young alumni organized a
networking meeting on September 23, 2017 in İstanbul to
discuss the possible ways to develop networking strategies and
collaboration among Fulbright alumni in Turkey. Approximately
75 alumni of our Commission’s different grant programs
participated in this meeting. After the meeting there was a
reception which was attended by our Executive Director, Deputy
Executive Director and the Public Affairs Officer at the U.S.
Consulate in İstanbul.
Since there already is an established İstanbul Fulbright alumni
association, members of this young alumni group participated
in an extraordinary general meeting of this association on
December 9, 2017. In this meeting a new board for the
association was formed and Mr. Faruk Aktay, Fulbright Master’s
Program alumnus – 2014, was elected as the President of the
association. An advisory board was also established, and more
experienced alumni will serve on this board. One of the main
goals of the new board of the alumni association is to reach out
to as many Fulbright alumni as possible, and as an initial activity
they will be organizing a series of talks called Bright Talks which
will be given by prominent alumni to share their experience and
vision with the other alumni.

Visit by the Board Members of the
Fulbright Alumni Association of Turkey
The Fulbright Alumni Association of Turkey, which was
established in 1992, has a new president. The new
president of this alumni association is Prof. Yusuf Kağan
Kadıoğlu, who is a Fulbright Visiting Scholar Program
alumnus – 2002.
On November 7, 2017 the new president and new
board members visited our Ankara office and met with
our Executive Director to inform him about the new
administration of the association and their plans.

We wish best of luck to the new boards of the two alumni
associations in Turkey and hope to hear about the successful
events organized by them.

Books by Our Alumni
Roberley Bell
U.S. Lecturer Alumna 2010

Dr. Özgür Bolat
Master’s Program Alumnus 2005

“DoYou KnowThisTree?”

“Beni Ödülle Cezalandırma”

This book has a diarylike text and includes
photographs of trees
that Roberley Bell took
when she was a Fulbright
grantee in İstanbul in
2010.

In this book Dr. Bolat
informs the reader about
the negative effects rewards
have on children and
makes recommendations
for how to raise happy and
successful children.

Reflections from An Alumnus
Dr. Fatih Aktaş grew up in Gaziantep, a southeastern
city in Turkey, and received his Bachelor’s degree from
Fırat University in Elazığ in 2010 with summa cum laude
honors. He pursued his Master’s degree in the U.S.A. with
a Fulbright scholarship and shared his reflections with us.
“Thanks to the Fulbright scholarship, I came to the U.S.
and had the privilege of pursuing my Master’s degree
at Lehigh University. I graduated with a Master of Arts
Degree in Comparative and International Education in
May of 2013. Upon completion of my Master’s degree,
I decided to continue on to my doctoral education
as The Thomas/Brucker Minority Doctoral Scholar.
For me, it was a dream come true since I am the first
person in my family who has had the chance to pursue
higher education in a foreign country. I am also the first
student from my undergraduate university who has had
the honor of graduating from a prestigious American
university with the help of the Fulbright Scholarship
Program.”

Please share your Fulbright experience and stories with us at:

newsletter@fulbright.org.tr
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An Inspiring Story: Ülkü Rowe
of Üsküdar. My father was from Samsun, a
city about a 12-hour bus-ride away, in the
Black Sea region of Turkey. My mother’s
family had settled down in Edirne, in
western Turkey, following the exodus of
Turks from the Balkans after the dissolution
of the Ottoman Empire. As a result, crosscultural interactions, immigration, and
being away from home were very familiar
concepts from an early age.
Education and learning were also big
topics in our household. My parents were
both strong advocates for education.
There were times when money was tight
in the household, but they would never
hold back from educational expenses and
books, even when we couldn’t afford a
second pair of shoes. Our modest home
was full of books, and I was a voracious
reader. By the time I had finished
elementary school, I had already read
many of the classics from English, Russian,
American and Turkish literature, like the
works of Dickens, Tolstoy, Dostoevsky,
Steinbeck, Twain, Yaşar Kemal, Reşat Nuri
Güntekin and Sait Faik.

(continued from page 2)
Can you briefly tell us about yourself? lives of as many people as possible. As an

I am an engineer and a global citizen, who
believes in the power of technical innovation
to change the world for the better.
Currently I work at Google as the
Technical Director of Financial Services.
Google’s goal has always been to develop
services that significantly improve the

engineer who believes in the Fulbright
values, Google’s commitment to using
the power of engineering and technical
innovation to create opportunities for
everyone, really resonates with me.
The story of how I got here starts in Istanbul.
I grew up in the residential neighborhood

I am the oldest and the only girl among
three siblings. The fact that I was a little
girl growing up in conservative Turkey,
didn’t stop my parents from encouraging
me to believe I could achieve anything.
We would have these talks around the
dinner table, where my dad would ask:
“Çocuklar, büyüyünce ne olacaksınız?”
(“Kids, what are you going to be when
you grow up?”). I would announce:
“Ordinaryus profesor, orgeneral, askeri
doktor!” (“Professor ordinarius, four star
general, doctor!”)
After elementary school, I attended
the Üsküdar American Academy for
middle school and high school, followed
by a Computer Engineering degree

at Boğaziçi University. A Fulbright
scholarship brought me to the U.S.
and I received my master’s degree in
Computer Science from the University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
After graduation, I wanted to work in
a field where cutting edge technology
was being used to solve real life
problems. My first job was in Chicago,
working for an international investment
bank modeling the financial markets
using computational algorithms. These
algorithms were modeling the true
value and risks associated with financial
instruments and companies, bringing
transparency and fairness to the
financial markets.

Fulbright Orientation in Buffalo, NY, 1995

Throughout my career, I got the chance I had signed up for the class just because I
to work at some of the most prestigious liked math and Ms. Stendahl! That class
financial institutions in the world, ended up being a turning point for me, I
building trading and risk management became fascinated with computers and
systems. I got to have a front seat to the programming. I had always been very good
biggest ups and downs of the financial at math and sciences, was always the quiet,
markets in the last two decades. At studious kid who loved reading. I was the
Google, I am the Technical Director of nerdy, geeky kid way before the computer
Financial Services for Google Cloud. entered my life, but when it did, it was a
I lead our efforts in Google’s cloud match made in heaven!
technology products and platforms for
banking, finance and insurance sectors. How did you make the decision
to apply for the Fulbright Student

Life has taken me from Istanbul to Program?
Chicago to London to Paris to New York While studying computer engineering
City, where I now live with my husband at Boğaziçi University, I began to
and two sons.
think about the next steps in my
career. At the time, I wanted to stay
in academia, so the obvious next step
How did you make the decision to
was to get a graduate degree abroad.
become a Computer Engineer? Is
I was attracted to the Fulbright
there a particular person or event
Program because it is not just a way
that motivated you?
I had my first encounter with a computer to fund graduate education, but it
in high school, at the Üsküdar American has this huge cultural component.
Academy. I took Ms. Stendahl’s elective I had always been fascinated by
BASIC programming class. That was the first other cultures, whether it was about
year our school had opened a computer our family roots in the Black Sea
lab, outfitted with brand new Apple IIes. region and the Balkans, or through
But, there was no computer teacher at the books. I read about Twain’s New
school, so Ms. Stendahl (who was our math York, Dickens’ London, and Tolstoy’s
teacher) was tasked with teaching the class. Russia. With the Fulbright program,
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I decided to
build a career
working in global,
international
settings, where
science and
technology was
being used to
solve real world
problems.
you get to be a part of a community
with other students, scholars,
teachers, professionals, scientists
and artists from all over the world.
In my Fulbright orientation program
in 1995, there were approximately
40 Fulbrighters, from 40 different
countries and 40 different fields of
study. It was like a mini-United Nations
for a group of young, smart, welleducated, aspiring, energetic, hopeful
individuals, ready to change the world
through academic advancement and
cross-cultural understanding.

To be honest, I didn’t know what to
expect going in, but the idea that
someone can change the world for the
better through science and arts, and
through cross-cultural collaboration,
was amplified during my Fulbright
experience. Using cultural similarities
and differences as a means to
collaborate better, instead of them
being barriers to cooperation, has
become a world view for me. I decided
to build a career working in global,
international settings, where science
and technology was being used to
solve real world problems.
What kind of career plans did you
make for yourself when you were a
Master’s student?

I was keen to extend the Fulbright
experience to my professional career.
When I was looking for my first job, I had
three requirements: first, I wanted to
work with smart, driven people; second,
I was looking for a space where applied
innovation in computer science was being
used to solve real world problems; and
third, I wanted to work in an international
setting. Those requirements have stayed

“

Fulbright community is a very
unique alumni network, in that it is a
very highly educated, multi-cultural,
cross-disciplinary, and extremely
influential group.

the same for every role I’ve accepted in
my entire career.
You are also a member of the
Board of Directors at the Fulbright
Association. Can you tell us about
your responsibilities at the Fulbright
Association?

Changing the world through
cross-cultural
collaboration
and the power of technology is
what I believe in. Being able to
do that for an institution I care
deeply about is what attracted
me to the Fulbright Association.
The Fulbright Association’s vision is a
world where international exchange

At the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign graduation with her Academic Advisor

“

In what ways did your Fulbright
experience help you professionally
and personally?

is a force for peace. In order to
make that a reality, we advocate
for the Fulbright Program and
promote international education.
The Fulbright Association aims
to extend Fulbright international
exchange into a lifelong experience.
Through our 60 chapters, we host
regional and national programs for
visiting Fulbrighters and alumni,
and create forums to exchange
ideas, collaborate and continue
giving back through service projects
in the U.S. and abroad.
In your opinion what kind of work
and activities make alumni networks
strong?

Recently we had our annual Fulbright
Conference in Washington D.C. where
I got a chance to hear about some of
the incredible work Fulbrighters across
the world are doing. The research
done by one of our Fulbrighters in
South Africa is helping communities
with HIV/AIDS treatment. Another
Fulbrighter in Rwanda is helping
the victims deal with the aftermath
of the 1994 genocide. We have
Fulbrighters
documenting
the
stories of displacement in the Pacific
Island nations of Kiribati and Fiji.
A Fulbrighter is working on cutting
edge technology to defend our
governments and institutions against
cyber attacks, another one is using

virtual reality technology in her work
with refugees.
The Fulbright community is a very
unique alumni network, in that it
is a very highly educated, multicultural,
cross-disciplinary,
and
extremely influential group. We have
370,000 alumni across 165 countries.
Our alumni include 59 Nobel Prize
laureates, 80 Pulitzer Prize winners, 30
heads of states, countless professors,
business people, artists, scientists and
researchers. We all came away from the

Fulbright Program with life changing
experiences and we all share the
same goal: promoting peace through
international education. When we
come together we have an incredibly
strong voice. When alumni networks
share common goals, and they
provide programming that support
those goals, they are most successful.
And that’s what we’re trying to do at
the Fulbright Association. We bring
current Fulbrighters and our alumni
together to amplify the Fulbright
messages and goals.

Don’t forget to
give back and stay
involved after
your Fulbright
experience.

Are there any difficulties working as a
Technical Director of Financial Services
at Google Cloud? If so, what are those
difficulties?

My work requires quite a bit of travel
to meet with our engineering teams
and clients all over the world. On a
personal level, balancing travel with
family time can be challenging, but I
try to combine multiple meetings into
a single trip so I can optimize my time.
On the business side, there are
challenges like in any fast growing
field. Cloud Computing and Machine
Learning are completely redefining
how companies are consuming
technology resources. Such a
fundamental shift can be hard to
navigate, especially for a heavily
regulated industry like financial
services. I spend a lot of time with
clients exploring the art of the
possible.
What do you enjoy the most about
your current position at Google Cloud?

When I think about the technology
that was available to me when I was
a Fulbrighter in 1997, and I compare
that to what is available today, for
both individuals and for institutions,
the difference is astounding. I believe
Cloud Computing and Machine
Learning
present
the
biggest
technology shift in our generation.
The opportunity to be a part of
that change, and to have a role in
influencing how that change redefines
the financial services industry is
fascinating.
Have you faced any difficulties in your
career because of your nationality and/
or your gender?

Ms. Rowe at the Google Cloud Summit in Paris
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Not difficulties, but lots of surprises
and curiosity. When people think of
what a computer scientist looks like,
or what someone in finance looks
like, I don’t fit the stereotypical

image of either of those. Especially
since my first name isn’t a very
common name in the U.S., people
have a hard time guessing my gender
or my nationality before they meet
me in person, and they are usually
surprised.
Where do you see yourself in your
career in 5 to 10 years’ time?

If you had asked me that question 5
years ago, I would not have answered
Director of Engineering at Google. It
is hard to guess what I will be doing
in 5 to 10 years’ time, but whatever
it is that I do, I hope to continue to
work with smart, motivated people,
in multicultural communities, using
applied innovation in computer science
to solve real world problems.
The University of Illinois at UrbanaWhat I hope to see in the Fulbright Champaign, a world-class leader in
Association, is an even stronger and academics, research and innovation,
thriving organization, where every gave both of us a wonderful education
Fulbrighter--and anyone who believes in a thriving international community.
in the Fulbright principles--continue This was only made possible by the
to come together as a community, to generosity of others, like the Land
exchange ideas and collaborate, in Grant Act of the U.S. Government that
support of our shared goal of using enabled the founding of the university
international exchange as a force for in the first place, and the Fulbright
Program started by the efforts of
peace.
Senator Fulbright. By establishing
this scholarship, we hope to have a
Have you been involved in any NGO
part in making the same educational
activity for international education?
In addition to the Fulbright opportunities available for others.
Association, I also keep close ties to
the University of Illinois at Urbana- What would you advise to Turkish
Champaign where I was a Fulbrighter, students who are planning to study
and my husband is also a Computer in the U.S. with a Fulbright grant?
Science and Economics graduate. In Two things. First, I’d tell them to
2006, we established the Rowe Family take advantage of everything the
Scholarship there, for incoming Fulbright Program has to offer.
freshmen in Computer Science. Beyond a scholarship, Fulbright
2006 was the year we welcomed is a cultural exchange program.
our second son. As we were thinking Fulbrighters become ambassadors
about the future of our own kids, it of not just their home countries
was important to us that no child but also of their host countries. My
should be denied a great education advice is to spend the time to get
just because they do not have the involved in the local communities to
financial means.
which you travel.

Second, don’t forget to give back
and stay involved after your
Fulbright experience. Join the
Fulbright Association. By joining the
association, you will not only be
a part of a thriving community of
Fulbrighters, but you can also help
ensure that the Fulbright Programs
continue for future participants.
What do you miss the most about
Turkey?

I miss my family, friends and the
city of Istanbul. I miss taking a ferry
boat across the Bosphorus, from
Üsküdar to Beşiktaş, sitting outside,
with a glass of tea and a simit*. I
also miss the turquoise waters of
the gulf of Gökova in Muğla.
*Ring-shaped bread covered with sesame seeds.

I miss taking a
ferry boat across
the Bosphorus,
from Üsküdar to
Beşiktaş, sitting
outside, with a
glass of tea and
a simit.

American Programs
The American Programs Unit offers a number of grant
opportunities for students, scholars and professionals from
the United States to come to Turkey. Our programs, the U.S.
Scholar Program, Fulbright Specialist Program, and U.S.
Student Program and their various sub-programs, are open
to U.S. citizens and application deadlines vary by program.
Additionally, a number of special opportunities exist within
the scope of our grant programs. In the Scholar category,
the Fulbright Global Scholar Award provides opportunities
for multi-country, trans-regional, and/or multiple shortstay grants, respectively. In the Student Category, two
multi-country awards are offered: the Fulbright GreeceTurkey Joint Research Award, and the Fulbright-National
Geographic Digital Storytelling Fellowship.

Turkish universities can host U.S. Grantees on their campuses.
For detailed information on how your university can host a
Fulbright scholar, specialist, or a student, please e-mail the
American Programs Unit of our Commission at amprog@
fulbright.org.tr.
During the 2017-2018 academic year, the American Programs
Unit is happy to host 16 grantees. Two Senior Lecturers, four
Senior Researchers and ten Student Grantees will be teaching
and conducting research in six cities of Turkey.
We welcome our U.S. Scholar and U.S. Student grant
recipients and wish them an enjoyable and successful
academic year in Turkey.

U.S. Grantees Orientation Meeting Program
On September 27-30, fifteen grantees from
across the United States and a wide range of
disciplinary backgrounds gathered in Ankara
for the 2017-2018 Academic Year Orientation
Meeting Program. The grantees will teach,
conduct research and complete coursework
at universities in Ankara, Bursa, Eskişehir,
İstanbul, İzmir and Muğla this academic
year. During the meeting, our staff as well
as colleagues from the U.S. Embassy, Ankara
briefed the grantees, providing information
on a range of pertinent issues including
administrative and civic issues to prepare
them for successful grant periods. In addition,
scholars and professionals gave presentations
to provide grantees with information about
Turkish history, fine arts, architecture and
archaeology, politics and current events and
more.
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A number of events and outings
enriched
the
Orientation
Meeting Program. A guided tour
through the recently restored
Citadel area, concluding with
expansive views of Ankara’s
urban landscape was a highlight
for many grantees. They benefited
from seeing history up close
at the Museum of Anatolian
Civilizations, and through special
group meals, grantees got their
first tastes of the variety and
richness of Turkish cuisine. The
group also paid their respects
to the founder of Turkish
Republic, Mustafa Kemal Atatürk
at Anıtkabir, where they were
able to witness the changing of
the guard. Finally, newly arrived
Public Affairs Officer Mr. Scott Weinhold from the U.S.
Embassy, Ankara graciously welcomed our grantees,

alumni and key host institution partners into his
home for a welcome reception in their honor.

American Grantees continue the tradition of running
Istanbul Eurasia Marathon
Every year in November, a marathon is held in
İstanbul which gives participants an opportunity
to cross continents from Asia to Europe by footthe only event of its kind in the world. The Turkish
Fulbright Commission’s U.S. Student Grantees enjoy
participating in this annual event, as it provides the

unique opportunity to stand at the important
crossroads which the bridge they pass over
symbolizes. The İstanbul Marathon is more than
just a sporting event, as many families, friend
groups, education and civil society organizations
participate as well.

Stories from U.S. Grantees
Prof. Elizabeth L. MacDowell
2017-2018 U.S. Senior Researcher
William S. Boyd School of Law, University of Nevada, Las Vegas / Anadolu University, Eskişehir

Seeing the World Anew: Collaborative Ethnography in Turkey

First, there are a number of factors about my research here
that enhance the complexity of the analysis. Some of these will
sound like obstacles. For example, because I don’t speak Turkish,
I need translation for many interviews. This means that there is
another participant and additional wrinkles in the process of
communication--itself always an interpretive process, even when
the same language is spoken. Additionally, there are cultural
differences between me and my collaborators, and since I am
not intimately familiar with Turkish culture, the exact nature of
these differences and their impact on the research might be hard
for me to evaluate. There are also political conditions that relate
to my research topic, gender violence. While some of these are
overt and already a topic of discussion in interviews, others are
undoubtedly more subtle, affecting my collaborators and what
we talk about in ways that may be imperceptible to me.
Rather than acting as obstacles, however, these features of
my research in Turkey have enhanced my understanding of
ethnography as a creative endeavor, always shaped by the
conditions of production. They have pushed me to further engage
my collaborators in the process, and have themselves become
subjects of my study--new questions to follow and explore.
Second, the generosity, kindness, and dedication of the activists
and advocates I am speaking with is a great source of personal
inspiration as well as being more than worthy of study. I feel
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immense appreciation for their work and gratitude that they
are willing to share their busy schedules with me to share their
experiences and insights. That they are willing to trust me and talk
with me despite all the perilousness of communication inherent
in the endeavor (always the case in research, but particularly so in
this project), is deeply meaningful to me. Indeed, their generosity
of spirit and what I would call a radical optimism rededicates me
to my work and inspires me daily.
Finally, I am blessed to be working with three wonderful research
assistants on this project. Gözde Çınar and Gökçem Erkuş have
been working with me since soon after I arrived in September,
and Maya Saygın recently joined the team. They are all in their
last year of law school at my host institution, Anadolu University
Faculty of Law, in Eskişehir. Gözde, Gökçem, and Maya help me
with language translation and so much more. In a very real way
they help me to unlock the world around me--explaining cultural

“

I can say with certainty
that not only am I learning
a great deal about Turkey
and my research topic, but
that I am and will be forever
changed by the experience.

“

One of the joys of doing ethnographic research is the opportunity
to reflect on the ordinary world. By seeking out the social
construction of an experience we inquire about its inner workings,
hoping to uncover the complexity of everyday reality. The
process is by its nature a coproduction. The ethnographer needs
collaborators. In depth interviews, for example, require people
willing to give their time and open themselves to the research
process. But the collaboration goes even further. Together the
researcher and the people she interviews will attempt to produce
knowledge and understanding. In describing the world together,
they are engaging not only in discovery but creation. Therefore
they are also both transformed. Engaging in this process in Turkey,
where I am studying activism and advocacy against gender
violence, has enriched this experience beyond measure.

contexts, and giving me ideas and insights into the research by
sharing both their personal experiences and legal knowledge.

research topic, but that I am and will be forever changed by the
experience.

I am a firm believer in the benefits of working in a research team,
and am grateful they chose to be on mine. I can say with certainty
that not only am I learning a great deal about Turkey and my

(Caption for photo: Prof. Elizabeth L. MacDowell and research
assistants Gözde Çınar and Gökçem Erkuş on their first day of
fieldwork in Eskişehir.)

Ms. Emma Walker-Silverman
2017-2018 U.S. Student Researcher
Stanford University, California / Yaşar University, İzmir

Thanksgiving in İzmir
Thanksgiving Turkey with a touch of Iranian saffron, dried mint
in the mashed potatoes. This weekend, I had a chance to share
one of my favorite American traditions with my new international
family in İzmir. They, in turn, lent the occassion their own cultural
flairs, and the result was a meal I hope to never forget.
“Thanksgiving dinner? Like in American movies?” my housemates
had asked excitedly when I floated the idea. I didn’t know what
movies I was being compared to, but I hoped I could measure up.
For two full days, I shopped, cooked, and listened to nerdy
podcasts. It was bliss. The smell of freshly chopped thyme and
rosemary carried me from my Turkish kitchen back home to
Colorado, to memories of my mother stirring an enormous
copper pot of her signature cranberry sauce and my brother, even
before he could properly see over the counter, proudly carving
the turkey. These recipes painted the sensory backdrop to so
many of my most cherished memories. In order to bring them to
life, I carted what I’m reasonably convinced was the only whole
turkey in İzmir halfway across the city, and tried, unsucessfully,
to convince any of the greengrocers in Alsancak that cranberries
were available in November. (I did at least bring some mirth to
their many customers, who delighted in joining in the debate.)

Thanksgiving can be a difficult holiday. Its foundational myth
serves as an annual reminder of an ugly history, a story of the
dispossesion and genocide of Native people that should always
complicate the American identity. Yet it is also, for so many of us,
a precious time. It is a celebration of coming together, of nostalgic
family traditions and an invitation to express our gratitude for
all that we have. As an American abroad, my internal struggle to
balance these conflicting narratives
must be played out publicly. When
my friends here ask me what
The smell of freshly chopped
Thanksgiving is, how can I tell the
thyme and rosemary carried
story – the whole story, not the
me from my Turkish kitchen
Disney version - while also inviting
them to celebrate with me?
back home to Colorado...

By Saturday night, my kitchen
was packed with nearly 20
people – Iranian, Moroccan,
Algerian, French, Afghan,
German, Serbian, Nigerian,
Pakistani,
Palestinian
–
all exclaiming over (and
snapchatting) the enormous,
crispy golden bird, which, they assured me, looked just like “in the
movies”. At dinner conversation flowed in and out of six languages.
(Collectively we spoke at least twice that many.) The traditional
Thanksgiving fare of turkey, stuffing, and mashed potatoes was
accompanied by Persian jeweled rice and Pakistani kheer, courtesy

“

“

of my flat mates and guests. Sour cherry sauce – a new recipe to
add to my family collection – stood in place of the usual cranberry
relish. Once we were all reasonably overstuffed, we took a break to
play tavla and drink çay before moving on to pumpkin pie.

I don’t have a satisfying answer to
that question. Thanksgiving is, and probably should always be
difficult. Yet this weekend’s meal, to me, represented the best of
the holiday. It brought together people from an astonishing array
of different backgrounds over the most basic of human joys –
good food and good company. I’m thankful for that.

Stories from ETA Program Alumni
Mr. Joseph Thomas Flaherty
2015-2016 ETA Program Grantee
Middlebury College, Vermont / Sakarya University, Sakarya

Discovering Sakarya
One of the most rewarding parts of my experience as an
ETA in Sakarya has been discovering a new region of Turkey
and making an at-first-unfamiliar city into a home. Although
I studied abroad in İstanbul as a college student, my travels
never took me to the cities in Turkey’s northwest. As a result,
every day in Sakarya offers something new to learn. A recent
discovery was my trip to the Bridge of Justinian, a hidden
archaeological gem located just outside the city. Built in 562
A.D. by Byzantine Emperor Justinian, the bridge is very wellpreserved and looks almost as it did 1,400 years ago.

Ms. Emily Rose Grenz
2014-2016 ETA Program Grantee
North Dakota State University, North Dakota / İzmir Kâtip Çelebi University, İzmir

Discovering Sakarya
On May 11, 2016, approximately 45 Hazırlık students from İzmir Kâtip
Çelebi University (IKCU) celebrated as their very own Dorothy recited
this famous line to close out IKCU’s first musical production, The
Wizard of Oz. The play was co-directed by Fulbright ETA Emily Grenz,
a renewal ETA grantee at IKCU, and her fellow English Prep School
teacher, Nazlı Civilekoğlu. The entire production was done in English,
and included many of the songs made famous by the 1939 movie.
The idea to put on a musical came to the directors in January, and
by March, rehearsals were underway. The positive response for the
show was exciting, and soon more students and teachers joined
the team, especially willing to help with building sets and creating
costumes. Rehearsals were conducted in both English and Turkish.
Students worked through the week and occasionally on weekends,
preparing dance choreography and rehearsing lines. Finally, in May,
everything came together. The performance was put on as part of
IKCU’s annual Spring Festival, and The Wizard of Oz was performed
in front of a packed house. It was an exuberant end to a challenging
but worthwhile experience for both teachers and students alike,
and one that neither group is likely to ever forget.
We certainly weren’t in Kansas anymore—but we had a wonderful
time bringing our audience to Oz!
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Turkish Programs
2018-2019 Academic Year Turkish Student Core Program Nominees
Our Commission has selected its 2018-2019 Student
Program nominees, whom we met at their Initial
Orientation Meeting. The meeting was held on September
12, 2017 in Ankara. The nominees learned about the
Fulbright Program rules at this gathering. We also informed
them about the application process to universities in the
U.S.A.

Program applicants. Although still technically a part of the
Fulbright Student Program, the Commission has a separate
selection cycle for this non-degree research program.
Student Program Nominees and the Commission Staff at the
Initial Orientation Meeting held in Ankara

The nominees have already started applying to U.S.
institutions of their preference with the assistance of
our Advising Unit. They are submitting applications in 24
different fields of study.
In addition, the Commission has completed the selection
period for the 2018-2019 Visiting Student Researcher

Initial Orientation for the 2018-2019
Foreign Language Teaching Assistant
(FLTA) Program Nominees
We held an Orientation Meeting with our 20182019 FLTA nominees, who are expected to start their
program in the United States in the summer of 2018.
The meeting took place on December 13, 2017,
Ankara. Nominees were able to learn more about
the FLTA Program, as well as get to know each other.
We share their excitement for the upcoming process,
where they will be placed at their host institutions.

Application Period for the
2019-2020 Grants
Keep your eyes peeled for the application
announcements for the 2019-2020 academic year
grants published on our website!

The deadline for
application for the 2019-2020
Student Core Program is

April 9, 2018.

For more information:
www.fulbright.org.tr

Reflections on Pre-Academic Programs, Gateway Orientations,
and Enrichment Seminars Organized in the U.S.

“

The Fulbright Enrichment Seminar on Climatic
Impacts was one of the most interesting academic
experiences I have had in the United States so
far. The seminar was held in Estes Park, Colorado,
which is known as a base for the Rocky Mountain
National Park. Even though the seminar was in
May, roads were blocked due to the heaviest latespring snow storm in 74 years in the region. It was
quite ironic to see 40+ inches of snow outside the
window as we were discussing climate change and
its impacts on our daily lives.

“

Diren Kocakuşak,
2016-2017 Ph.D. Program Grantee

“

I went to Reno, Nevada to participate in the
Fulbright Gateway Orientation. It was a wonderful
experience to meet with other Fulbright scholars
from all around the world and talk with them
about various topics to understand their culture
and perspective in order to enlarge our vision. On
our last day in Reno, everybody was mesmerized
by seeing the breathtaking Lake Tahoe.

“

Enes Umur Gökçek,
2017-2018 Master’s Program Grantee

“

There are various themes for the Enrichment Seminars such as Civil
Rights in the U.S., Global Health Innovations or Educational Justice, and
since all of them are interesting, it was challenging for me to choose
one. I decided to choose the topic “The U.S. Society and Culture: Civil
Society and Community Action” and it was a worthwhile experience for
me. The Enrichment Seminar took four days and during that time we
attended some conferences given by experienced speakers, had dinner
with other Fulbrighters, and visited various places in Philadelphia. On
the final day of the Enrichment Seminar, it was our turn to take an action
for the society! Therefore, we visited the Cancer Support Community in
Philadelphia and helped maintain the place. Here in the picture you see
me helping to paint the walls at the Cancer Support Community.

“

Gözde Tosun,
2016-2017 Master’s Program Grantee
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Işık Gören, 2017-2018 Master’s Program Granteee

“

The academic year at the University of Southern California, where I am pursuing my Master’s degree, started in
early August. Truth be told, I asked myself if it would have been a better idea to have passed the chance to attend
the orientation, and stay for a couple of more days of summer with my family and loved ones in İstanbul. But
nevertheless, as I had heard stories about many good experiences at the Fulbright orientation from the returning
Fulbright alumni, I decided to go. My gateway orientation was in Indianapolis in Indiana. My great experience
mostly came from just being together with all the Fulbrighters, coming from all over the world, jet lagged, sleepy
but still full of energy and ambition, staying in a beautiful Midwestern city for just three days.”

“

Mert Gürkan, 2017-2018 Master’s Program Grantee

“

Before starting my program at UC Berkeley,
I went to Indiana University Bloomington
for my Fulbright Gateway Orientation. This
orientation, as its name implies, acts as a
gateway to the education and social life
of the United States. One of its purposes
is reducing the culture shock as much as
possible for the Fulbrighters from all over
the world. It was a great experience to
meet many people who will study in many
different fields and universities. Also, I had
a chance to visit Professor Emeritus İlhan
Başgöz with other Turkish Fulbrighters. He
has been a professor of Central Eurasian Studies and Folklore at Indiana University and played an important role
in building relations between the U.S. and Turkish communities. In Bloomington, even those people who are not
affiliated with the university know him and speak very highly of him. He was kind enough to host us in his home
and even offer us Turkish tea and cake! He talked about graduate education in the United States, gave each one
of us recommendations based on where we will be studying and told us a few of his many great memories, those
including experiences with Mustafa Kemal Atatürk and Aşık Veysel. It was very illuminating to listen to him talking
about the history of Turkey and the U.S.A. Even though it was a short visit because of the busy schedule of the
Gateway Orientation, we were all feeling extremely grateful to have the chance to chat with Professor Başgöz.

“

Özge Yenigün,

“

2017-2018 Ph.D. Program Grantee

My experience in the U.S. started with
a Pre-Academic Orientation Program
that I attended at the University of
Delaware in Newark. A few days
before my departure, I realized that
this program would not only prepare
me for my graduate education in
the U.S., but it would also be a great
opportunity to meet and interact with
other Fulbright Grantees from all over
the globe. I spent three wonderful
weeks with 35 Fulbright Grantees from 24 countries representing 4 continents of the world. The
Pre-Academic Program gave us the opportunity to attend various activities and field trips including
trips to New York City and Philadelphia. In those trips, we visited important cultural, historical,
and architectural spots. Moreover, we attended a baseball game in Wilmington, and experienced
America’s most favorite pastime activity together, which was a first experience for most of us. We also
organized several Latin dance nights, thanks to our friends coming from Latin American countries, who
were patient with (!) and enthusiastic about teaching us how to dance salsa and other Latin dances.

“

Serçin Şahin,
2017-2018 Visiting Scholar Grantee

“

In my opinion, one of the most
important advantages of being a
Fulbrighter is to be able to take part in
the cultural enrichment programs. In
the New York City area, these activities
are organized by a non-profit
organization called “One-to-World”,
which celebrates its 40th anniversary
this year. From the very moment you
come to the U.S.A., they welcome you
and encourage you to participate in
many interesting activities. For example, you have the opportunity to walk through the streets of New
York City with a local New Yorker, you can visit an orchard in the Hudson Valley and pick apples from
trees, or you can share a Thanksgiving dinner with an American family. If you are interested in arts
or sports, they also provide discounted tickets for some artistic performances and sports games. In
October, they organized a tour to Yale University, and we had the opportunity to watch an American
College Football game between Yale and Columbia Universities. Since many of us were not familiar
with American football, they even made a short presentation about American football before the
game! I strongly recommend new Fulbrighters to participate in the cultural enrichment activities as
much as possible to make the most of their Fulbright experience.

“
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Stories from Our Turkish Fulbright Grantees
Havva Zorluel Özer
2017-2018 Ph.D. Program Grantee
Çukurova University, Adana / Indiana University of Pennsylvania

Far away from home, in the midst of a great crowd, standing
with three huge suitcases, my spouse and I were waiting
outside the airport, and I asked myself, is it me? Is it us? Upon
seeing my reflection on the bus window after long hours
of journey. Had our journey ended or was it just starting?
When I arrived at Indiana University of Pennsylvania and
found myself sitting around a huge table with international
students from Japan, India, Saudi Arabia, China, France and
Finland, I realized that my journey was just starting. This is my
international education journey.
To me, being an international student in the U.S. means
meeting with people from diverse backgrounds with
different languages, cultures and traditions. It means I am
not alone. Diversity is respected and celebrated at all levels
of society. To acknowledge the benefits of international
education, for example, my university holds social events for
international students to share the best of their cultures and
to experience American culture. One event that I regularly
attend is ‘conversation corner’ where international students
share their cultural beliefs, values and practices on certain
topics such as foods, sports, dances, music, fashion etc. with
American students. On the week of Halloween, for example,
American students spoke of Halloween traditions such as
pumpkin carving and trick or treat customs. Now I know
why people carve pumpkins for Halloween in the U.S., how
people’s eating habits differ in India, what the traditional

To me, being an international
student in the U.S. means
meeting with people from
diverse backgrounds with
different languages, cultures
and traditions.

“

“

clothes people wear in Japan represent, and my international
friends now know how Turkey has a rich folk dance tradition
that varies across seven different regions.
Such cultural exchange is intellectually formative and
powerful because it develops cross-cultural understanding.
These intercultural experiences will have lifelong effects on
me as an individual and as a member of an international
community. As Senator J. William Fulbright stated,
“Educational exchange can turn nations into people,
contributing as no other form of communication can to the
humanizing of international relations” and I am grateful to
the Fulbright Commission in Turkey and the U.S. Department
of State for providing me with an opportunity to become
part of this educational exchange community.

Gökhan Depo
2017-2018 Ph.D. Program Grantee
University of Oulu, Finland / University of Minnesota, Twin Cities

“

Other international
students I had the chance
to talk with made it clear
that they feel like there is
a great community here
and we, as international
students, feel like we are
most welcomed.

“

During my first three months here at the University of
Minnesota, I have been astounded by my lack of imagination
for campus life here despite the fact that I have been
educated in two different countries (Turkey and Finland)
before embarking on my doctoral studies in the U.S. I can
say with all honesty that the campus life and academic rigor
of U.S. higher education is phenomenal. I have had high
academic expectations before arriving here, and I am happy
to declare that my expectations have been fully exceeded
--not only academically but also through campus life,
friendships, faculty, and peers. I would like to illustrate the
most prominent features of American campus life here at
the University of Minnesota.
As I usually arrive at the campus early in the mornings, I am
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greeted by the magnificent river that cuts across the campus
in the middle. Walking over the bridge whilst inhaling the
fresh morning breeze and enjoying the striking view of the
Minneapolis skyline, I feel fully ready for the upcoming day.
When my short walk over the bridge comes to an end, the
campus starts, and I must say that the campus is lively! It is
huge, full of people (mostly students), full of life, and full
of events. Each week I receive an email from the University
offering me various free courses on numerous topics:
academic English, cooking, dancing, meetings… I feel like
every opportunity is given to me to excel as a student, as a
researcher, and above all, as a person. All the opportunities
are there waiting for me to grab them. My interactions
with other students also affirm this fact. It seems like every
student here is satisfied with the opportunities available to
them.
Moreover, the campus is quite diverse and multicultural.
Other international students I had the chance to talk with
made it clear that they feel like there is a great community
here and we, as international students, feel like we are
most welcomed. For example, last week I attended a mock
conference at the University which was an opportunity
for us to get familiar with conference settings. It was free,
extremely beneficial, and fun!
I believe that I am very lucky to be a first-year Ph.D. student
at the University of Minnesota. I have a feeling that it will
only get better as time passes.

2017-2018 Visiting Student Researcher Program Grantee
Hacettepe University, Ankara / University of Delaware, Newark

Travelling has always been an important part of my life. As
an artist; I always enjoy living in different parts of the world,
interacting with other cultures, meeting artists with different
backgrounds, having the opportunity to visit more museums
and galleries and sharing my artwork with as many people as I
can. Now, this Fulbright experience is giving me the chance to
look at myself, my art and what I have learned until now from
a distance and from a different perspective, to evaluate and
enrich them while creating my new art projects.
As I work with nature and as I am not good at living in big,
crowded cities, I needed a small town which is close to natural
sights that I can reach easily to make my art. Luckily, sculptor
David Meyer, whom I wanted to work with, has been teaching
in Newark, Delaware, which is a place that is cut out for my
expectations. Delaware is one of the smallest states of the
U.S.A., however one of the best locations too as it is close
to cities like New York, Philadelphia, Washington D.C. and
Baltimore, where big art museums and galleries are located.
Delaware is also one of the greenest and most bike friendly
states too. So, the first thing I did when I came here was to buy
a bicycle and discover the area by biking around.

“

Now, this Fulbright experience is
giving me the chance to look at
myself, my art and what I have
learned until now from a distance
and from a different perspective,
to evaluate and enrich them while
creating my new art projects.

“

Esin Aykanat Avcı

It did not take me long to find places to make my outdoor installations.
I have been working with clay and I can even collect my clay from the
creek which is close to where I live. As I have the whole time here
to work on and think about my art, since I have been here I keep
coming up with new ideas. Thus, I also became interested in other
media, created new pieces and even have already had the chance to
participate in a group exhibition called “Jekyll Grand Dining Sea Mist,
We Too Lived.” Being my first group exhibition outside of Turkeythis will be one experience that I will remember throughout my
life. Sharing my artwork with people from another continent and
seeing how interested they are in my art is making me even more
courageous and passionate for what I have been doing.

Tuğba Polatcan
2017-2018 Foreign Language Teaching Assistant (FLTA) Program Grantee
Yaşar University, İzmir / Five Colleges, Incorporated

Being a student in the U.S. is a unique experience on its own.
I know it because I was a graduate student in Massachusetts
between 2012 and 2014 and now my adventure is going on
quite well thanks to the Fulbright FLTA scholarship.
First and foremost, living on campus is a completely different
lifestyle. By living on campus, I literally mean that you would
be expected to spend so much of your time on campus.
What does this include? Not only going to classes, let me tell
you (because you don’t have the luxury of skipping a class
more than once). You dine, study, meet friends, go to events
(which you must because you meet so many people and
there’s always free food) and your life becomes a big campus
with so many things to do that you end up buying a yearly
planner. That is actually a great idea because deadlines are
real here and you don’t want to submit a paper late or miss
a class.
Another good thing about being a student in the U.S. is that
everybody dresses down, not up. You can see students in
their pajamas and slippers in the class. This is not a joke.
I went to the dining hall yesterday for breakfast and I saw
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a student there - in her bathrobe - eating her eggs and
potatoes with coffee. When I first came here in 2012, I
was trying not to look too casual in the class. However, this
lasted only a month. I started putting on sweatpants and
other comfortable clothes when I went to class. It makes
a difference in viewing your student life because your only
focus becomes what more you can learn in the class.
Later on, you would also get used to carrying a travel mug
which is always full of coffee and the next step is buying a
backpack. Every student in America has one. Otherwise, how
would you be able to carry the books you borrow from the
library and the snacks you need for a late afternoon class?
Speaking of libraries, they are amazing places where you
would be inspired to stay in until late at night. Students treat
libraries like their living room and soon you would be one of
them. You would be writing your paper sitting on the floor or
lying down on a couch.
Based on my experiences so far, I would recommend
everyone to come and study in the U.S. to gain a different
perspective towards life!

Gonca Biltekin
2017-2018 Fulbright Postdoctoral Program Grantee
İhsan Doğramacı Bilkent University, Ankara / Binghamton University

Everyone knows about American culture, right? We know
that Americans drive big cars, live in big houses, go to
church on Sunday mornings, all American high schoolers
have lockers in their schools, and the kids play baseball.
They eat their breakfast in diners, they drive in parkways
and park in driveways, and they hug their “football” more
than they kick it. We are effectively immunized to the
‘culture shock’ we might encounter when visiting the U.S.
thanks to the countless American movies and TV shows
we watch on a regular basis. When I first learned that I
would spend the good part of the next year in New York as
a Fulbrighter, they were the first sources of information I
turned to trying to figure out the American way of life. But
truth is always stranger than fiction, and since I am settled
and have passed the initial dazzlement stage, here is my
short list of strange ordinary things in American daily life.
How many American movies display drive-thrus? Ordering
coffee and donuts, or watching a movie from your car may be
the ultimate American experience, but did you know that you
can pick up your prescriptions without getting out of your car?
Yes, drive-thru pharmacies exist but I am not sure whether
you can get your flu shot from the comfort of your car.

“

Despite the
occasional oddity, I
think it is relatively
easy to fit in to
one of the most
culturally diverse
countries in the
world.

The car-chasing scene is a sine qua non for any action movie,
and thanks to Hollywood, we are also made aware of the
seriousness of getting pulled over by the police. What I did not
expect was that every American driver would actually stop
for a few seconds at every stop sign, day or night, whether the
road is busy or not. Coming from Turkey, I must admit I freaked
out when cars slowed down as they approached me, stopped
for a couple of seconds and continued on until I noticed
the stop sign at the corner I stood as I waited for the bus.
American beds are legendary when it comes to comfort
and size, and movies tell us Americans would adorn their
beds with throw pillows, pillow shams, bed skirts, covers,
throws, quilts, and blankets. You can even find guides
on how to properly organize all these items, i.e. layer
your bed. So imagine my surprise when I could not find
nevresim, a closed casing for the comforter, easily removed
and easy to wash. I am sure they sell it somewhere, but
it is not as readily available as I thought it would be.
Despite the occasional oddity, I think it is relatively easy
to fit in to one of the most culturally diverse countries
in the world. Just keep up with Hollywood and Netflix.

“

Burak Özbey
2017-2018 Fulbright Postdoctoral Program Grantee
İhsan Doğramacı Bilkent University, Ankara / Ohio State University, Columbus

“

“

So far,
my time here in
Columbus has been an
extremely rewarding
process for me, both in
terms of my research and
the experiences I have
had adapting to a new
community and a new
way of life.

I have been doing research in the ElectroScience
Laboratory at The Ohio State University in Columbus,
Ohio for three months now. I am here thanks to the
Fulbright Postdoctoral Grant. So far, my time here in
Columbus has been an extremely rewarding process for
me, both in terms of my research and the experiences I
have had adapting to a new community and a new way of
life. Columbus is the capital of Ohio; it is a fairly big city
with a population of over 800,000 and it is constantly
developing. It is easy to see construction going on at
many spots around the city. I heard that it has a booming
economy with a lot of investments being made in recent
years, and the development is very significant over the
past decade. My barber, a born-and raised native of Ohio
says that it resembled a ghost town 15 years ago, but
now this is not true anymore. But, without a doubt, what
makes the city so vivid and full of life is the university
campus. With 60,000 thousand students, OSU is among
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the top three colleges in the U.S.A. It is not difficult to
say that the trademark of Columbus is the university
football team: The Ohio State Buckeyes. Every home
game is a huge event in the city; the whole town turns
red (scarlet and gray are the colors of the team) and
there is a party going on nearly on every street around
the campus and downtown. But, certainly the biggest
event is the game against Michigan. It is a huge rivalry,
and the Ohio stadium, the fourth largest stadium in
the world with a seating capacity of 105,000, is full at
every single game. This means that one out of eight
people in the city attends the game, not counting the
ones participating from outside. The level of rivalry is
frantic, and you can witness its effects, especially the
tradition of crossing out the initial letter of their rival
everywhere around the city! I am somehow reminded
of the scenes back in Turkey from our own soccer
derbies.

Dr. Senem Yıldırım Özdem
2017-2018 Visiting Scholar Program Grantee
Antalya AKEV University, Antalya / Northwestern University, Evanston

every week. In addition to academic gatherings, departments
and research centers pay special attention to create a social
environment for the researchers by organizing luncheons and
dinners. These kinds of events help a foreign visiting scholar
a lot in terms of socializing within the work environment. You
may have a chance to be introduced to prominent names in
your field, share your work with them and receive invaluable
feedback from them. Once again, such an experience teaches
me not to rely on stereotypes regarding one specific culture
and society. Being here in the Midwest and experiencing
academic and everyday life contributes to me a lot as a person
and as an academic.

“

Once
again, such an
experience teaches
me not to rely on
stereotypes regarding
one specific culture
and society.

“

Even though one is aware of the fact that stereotypes are
the basis for prejudice and become the main obstacle to
inter-cultural communication, one may find it difficult to
get over these over simplified generalizations. As a social
scientist, I especially pay attention not to fall into the trap of
rigid categorization in my social encounters and academic
engagement. However, I also know that getting used to the
everyday practices in a different culture may result in various
strategies, including defense mechanisms. When most of
our friends heard that my family and I were going to spend
8 months in the United States, they kindly mentioned that
personal traits and attitudes of American people might be
different. The most common warning was that American
culture was individualistic and people were usually cold and
distant. However, when we came to Chicago and then visited
Evanston, I realized that this was not the case with people
in the Midwest. Here, people are so nice and kind. A total
stranger may greet you all of a sudden when you are walking
down the street. They enjoy engaging casual conversations for
wishing you a good day. If you are travelling with your baby,
there is always a person complementing the baby, helping you
with the stroller and offering her/his seat. Most importantly,
the academic environment is welcoming. Rather than sitting
in their ivory towers, most of the academics here are engaged
in social life and activities. Talks and colloquiums are organized

Advising Program

Workshop on Developing Collaborative Relationships
with Turkish Universities
Our Educational Advisers have close links with both
public and private universities in Turkey. Every
academic year they visit many universities all around
Turkey to inform the students and the faculty about
Fulbright grant programs in different categories and
higher education system in the U.S.A. Before they
make these visits they usually contact the International
Offices at universities, and the representatives working
in those offices arrange the date, time and venue
for our Educational Advisers’ presentations. That is
why, a workshop to discuss the strategies to develop
collaborative relationships with Turkish Universities
was organized on September 22, 2017 in Ankara.
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Representatives from 23 universities in Turkey
participated in this workshop. These universities
were located in Ankara, Antalya, Diyarbakır, Eskişehir,
Hatay, İzmir, Karabük, Konya, Malatya, Manisa and
Van. Our Executive Director Prof. Ersel Aydınlı made
the opening speech of the workshop emphasizing the
importance of the Fulbright Program for both Turkish
and American citizens and mentioning the invaluable
contributions the governments of both countries
make for the advancement of the Fulbright Program
in Turkey. After his speech, our Advising Coordinator
Bahar Deniz Türkaslan and Educational Adviser Serin
Alpokay provided information on Fulbright grant
programs, the higher education system in the U.S.A.
and EducationUSA activities in Turkey. Following this
informative session the participants asked questions
about Fulbright grant programs and the higher
education system in the U.S.A. In the second part
of the workshop the participants worked in groups
to discuss effective ways to collaborate with our
Commission. The group discussions were fruitful
in terms of determining the importance of actions
which need to be taken in the short and long term.
All in all, it was a results-oriented workshop, and our
Advising team have made their collaboration plans
with the universities in Turkey for this academic
year in the light of the decisions made during this
workshop.

Outreach to High Schools and Universities
Our advising team has started making presentations at high schools and universities in Turkey to inform students
about higher education opportunities in the U.S.A. and Fulbright scholarships. They have so far visited 3 high
schools and 19 vocational schools of higher education and 7 universities not only in Ankara and İstanbul but also
in other cities such as İzmir, Bursa, Çanakkale, Kocaeli, Konya, Antalya and Eskişehir.

Don’t forget to follow us on social media:
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